Please read this informational package more than once. We are here to help. Please allow us to do so. For more information please visit us on the world wide web or e-mail us at the addresses above.

DIRECTIONS FOR HUMAN USE:

Black Salve Tablets - Used Internally

Virus Related Disorders: After a full meal, oral ingestion of one Cleansing Time Pro Black Salve Tablet daily for four days will usually suffice. This procedure may take several more days for more severe cases and fortify the immune system - take for a period of up to 27 days - once daily for seven days, then abstain for two days, then repeat the process for two additional weeks.

Internal Growths/Cysts: After a full meal, oral ingestion of one Cleansing Time Pro Black Salve Tablet daily for seven days, then abstain for two days, then repeat the process for three additional weeks. This should produce results of non activity. Large growths with lengthy history may take longer.

Cancer Tumors: After a full meal, oral ingestion of two Cleansing Time Pro Black Salve tablets in the morning, then two more tablets after a full meal in the evening. Do this for seven days, then abstain for two days, then repeat this process for three additional weeks. At this time you may want to perform diagnostic tests to monitor progress, if any. Another 4 week process may be necessary and then follow up with tablets periodically as you see fit to maintain non activity.

Black Salve - Used Internally

Internal Tumors: After a full meal, prepare an empty small size gelatin capsule by using a plastic or wooden instrument or toothpick. Never use metal objects as it will render the product useless. Fill the gel cap with a dab of Cleansing Time Pro Black Salve the size of a small pea - size = ( ) in the smaller portion of the gel cap, join the gel cap back together and drink down with a large glass of water. Always prepare these daily/as needed because the moisture from the salve will cause the gel cap to melt. Take for a period of up to 28 days - once daily for seven days, then abstaining for two days, then repeating the process for three additional weeks.

A beneficial option is to begin drinking a catalyst water several days ahead such as Willard Water, Colloidal Silver Water or Lifeline is best. Check your health food stores. It is used for the distribution of the active ingredients of Black Salve to the tissue and organs but it is not necessary.

Black Salve - Used Externally (Read carefully - starts working within 5 seconds)

Black Salve has been used to draw out all kinds of foreign material from the body such as glass, wood, shrapnel as well as cancer tumors and abnormal cells and tissue.

Apply a sufficient amount of Cleansing Time Pro Black Salve to cover the irritated area (usually a thin layer but still maintaining the black color). Apply Vaseline to the gauze portion of a bandage. This is very important to prevent the bandage from sticking to the affected area. Cover the treated area with the bandage for 8 to 24 hours. Then, soak a cotton ball in Hydrogen Peroxide, remove the bandage and wash the excess salve from the area applied.

Normally a red and greyish coloring will have appeared with a degree of swelling, indicating favorable penetration. If only a
small area in the treated area is red and greyish in color you may wish to reapply an additional amount of salve for another 24 hour period, repeating the same cleaning process. Change the Vaseline coated bandage each day after cleaning the perimeter of the area with Hydrogen Peroxide to eliminate excess excretion. Usually, the more excretion that appears the better. The salve is drawing the abnormal tissue, cells and mass to the surface for elimination. This is usually accomplished without any noticeable bleeding. Often at this stage the growth will become twice or more its normal size and the area around the growth may swell. The growth may lighten in color becoming 'dead white' after the first day and may then re-darken slightly. Pus may form under and around the growth as the body pushes the growth out.

You may shower or wash the area every day. It is essential to keep it covered with new daily applications of Vaseline and clean bandages. This is based on experience.

A scab will appear and remove itself usually within ten days to three weeks. More favorable results will occur if the scab is not lifted or pried from the area. Normally, the skin will return to a smooth surface shortly after either by filling in with new tissue or scar tissue. Effects of scarring can be eliminated or minimized by taking vitamin E orally before and during use and rubbing vitamin E on the area after the scab falls off.

The salve used externally can cause a burning sensation. This should be kept in mind when applying to very large areas. The effects of this can be lessened by taking over the counter pain medication prior to and during it's use. If severe pain develops only leave the salve on for 8 hours, wash the salve off the skin and apply plain Vaseline to another clean bandage and cover the affected area.

If dealing with a skin cancer, it is recommended to treat one area at a time but not more than five areas, waiting for the hole to fill in with new skin before treating the second or consecutive area(s). You may want to start in a place where you can hide the bandage easily such as just under your shirt sleeve, etc. The salve will draw from the surrounding circumference of the treated area.

These recommendations describe the absolute minimum doses that people have found to be effective. It cannot be stressed enough that Black Salve is very potent. Do not assume that if a little works, more will be better. Use the smallest doses possible and increase only if it truly seems necessary to you. Otherwise you will engender far more pain than necessary and extend the healing period.

What Everyone Needs to Know:

The tablets are all you need if you are just doing a regular detoxification. But if you're dealing with a very serious problem you should have both tablets and salve. For instance, you might want to take up to two salve capsules per day then follow up your treatment with the tablets at a later date to maintain non activity. Do not exceed 4 tablets or 2 capsules per day. If using the salve externally, you may want to take a tablet orally as well.

There is no set dosage and the amount taken will depend on each person and the way they feel after taking it. You may want to increase or decrease the dosage. Always take with a meal to avoid stomach upset.

Due to the ingredients used to hold the tablets together to form the pill it has less active ingredients than the salve. A single tablet is ½ the potency of a pea size portion of salve in a gelatin capsule.

You might feel 'pain', a 'pulling', 'drawing' or 'tingling' sensation as the tumor or cancer starts to break down and come away or dissolve. You may notice a lessening of the above feelings as your treatment progresses & this is a good sign!

'Original Formula' Cleansing Time Pro Black Salve products have been called 'the relentless healer' tracking down cancer cells and abnormalities throughout the body when used internally and flushing them from your system via your waste. Some people have reported loose bowels, foul breath and feces due to the elimination process. And when used externally, deposits them to the surface of the skin in varied appearances (usually the uglier the excretion the better). Pain, swelling and sometimes fever is associated during it's use but in almost all reported cases, it eliminates abnormal tissue and stimulates regrowth of either healthy tissue or scar tissue.

If you are in the process of using chemotherapy, do not use Black Salve. The chemical action that occurs with the herbs could clash with the substances in chemotherapy drugs. Also, Black Salve may destroy or rid your body of the chemotherapy drugs. Waiting a sufficient amount of time after chemotherapy is your best bet.
The medical approach is successful in some people's lives. However, some people who use Black Salve do not have medical operations, chemotherapy or radiation treatments with reported results. Some people have had all operations, chemotherapy and radiation either in whole or in part and have taken Black Salve with reported results. Some people with inoperable cancer/tumors have taken Black Salve with reported results. So it doesn't matter where you are in your treatment, just that you are doing something, because time is of the essence. Most people like the fact that Black Salve, a natural holistic folk remedy, can be taken in the comfort of their own home without insurance.

It is particularly important to take daily vitamins & minerals and to try to eat fresh fruits & vegetables during and after treatment with Black Salve Tablets or Capsules to help fortify your immune system and give you strength and energy. Vitamin E tablets or vitamin E cream is also recommended for use.

Refuse to indulge in self doubt or in feeling like a victim. Rather, (on a daily basis as often as possible) fan in yourself the ferocious feeling of YES to the life-force, to preservation and to becoming greater than you were yesterday. This triggers the body's release of hormones and enzymes that literally instruct the body to become whole and stay well! Please understand that each of us can do anything and that miraculous change is the result of a mind and a feeling that will accept nothing less.

**IMPORTANT WARNING NOTES:** Pregnant women or people with stomach ulcers should not use black salve or black salve tablets. Always take black salve on a full stomach. Do not touch anything metal to black salve, use only wooden or plastic utensils. People applying salve topically should use extreme caution. People treating late stage liver cancer should use black salve or tablets sparingly. Do not take black salve if you are currently on chemotherapy, wait at least 2 weeks. Keep out of the reach of other people, children, pets & animals.

Cleansing Time Pro recommends diagnostics (blood tests, MRI's, CT scans or PET scans) be performed to gauge your condition, progress or size of your tumor, your blood levels, etc.

Black salve can cause swelling. Because of this, people with brain tumors should not take black salve. However, if treating a brain tumor(s) with black salve you may need a qualified surgeon to insert a small hole(s) in the skull to relieve pressure. Do not think this is odd in any way. Many brain tumors are inoperable. However, a small hole is far superior to the sort of treatment one would receive from the full blown standard medical procedures.

While we have had great success in treating cancer and viruses with these products, they may not be for everyone. This informational package has been prepared as a narration of what users have reported and what to be the most effective way to use Black Salve products. No claims or guarantees can be made by Cleansing Time™ Pro as to the use of Black Salve products. By virtue of its use it must be understood that the choice and process used in the various forms of application or ingestion of these products is the sole responsibility of the user and does so at their own risk and accept full responsibility for any effects. Use remains at your sole discretion and Cleansing Time Pro is held harmless from any and all claims.

**Known Uses For Cleansing Time™ Pro Black Salve & Tablets:**

- Used in place of radiation therapy treatments & chemotherapy treatments
- Used to attack all known forms of cancer in & on the human & animal bodies
- Used to eliminate fluid build up around tumors & shrink them
- Used to normalize a-typical cells with the capability of becoming a cancer
- Used internally to prevent & treat a variety of cancers, malignancies & tumors such as in the stomach, colon, prostate, testicles, bladder, throat, thyroid, mouth, cervix, uterus, ovaries, pancreas, breasts, lungs, liver, kidney, skin, lymph nodes, extremities, blood, brain & bone & terminal cancer
- Used internally to prevent & treat all types of viruses & virus infections such as colds, flu, strep throat, mouth & gum diseases, yeast infections, all types of herpes & hepatitis viruses, shingles and even things such as prevention & treatment of HIV, SARS, West Nile Virus & Avian Bird Flu
- Used externally to treat skin cancer, carcinoma, melanoma, warts, moles & as a drawing salve
- Used to treat pets & animals with colds, flu, Parvo, Corona Virus, cancer, tumors & prevention/treatment of bone cancer in large breed dogs
- Used to purify blood & induce oxygen into the system inhibiting carcinogen growth
- Used to repair & boost the immune system & enhance overall assimilation of nutrients
- Used as the highest of antioxidants
- Used to remove plaque from teeth and disease from gums by applying a match head size portion of Cleansing Time Pro Salve to the toothpaste used once daily for 7 to 10 days
**DIRECTIONS FOR PET & ANIMAL USE:**

Black salve works in/on animals in very much the same way as humans! Please read the animal & history sections that follow for more information.

**Black Salve - external use:** The same directions for salve used on humans apply to animals & an be found on page 2. Exception: Do Not use salve on areas of the animal where it can be licked off such as on the paws or legs unless a cone collar is used and the animal proves not to be able to access the treated area with the collar on. Do not remove the cone collar until the full treatment is over and the salve is washed off completely or the hole has filled in with new skin.

The doses for tablets & salve are different for animals than they are for humans. Be sure to feed the animal plenty of food before each dose and have plenty of water available. Open the jaws/mouth and slip the tablet to the back of the throat so it can be swallowed. Keep an eye on the pet for any unusual signs such as vomiting and discontinue use if necessary or cut back on the dose. The pet may have loose stools - be prepared in advance for this. Diagnostics such as x-rays, & blood tests are recommended to gauge the animals progress.

**Black Salve Tablets - internal use:** General illnesses - Animals 2 to 15 pounds - 1/4 of a tablet per day. Animals 15 to 30 pounds - ½ of a tablet per day. Animals 30+ pounds - 1 full tablet per day. Administer for 5 days then abstain for 2 days. Depending on the effectiveness of the first treatment, a second treatment may be given and follow up with subsequent treatments as you see fit. Severe illnesses - double the dose by administering once in the morning and once in the evening.

**Black Salve using empty gelatin capsules - internal use:** More severe illnesses or cancer - animals 50 pounds or more - prepare an empty gel cap with ½ of a dried pea size portion of salve. Administer for 7 days then abstain for 2 days. Repeat this process for an additional 2 weeks or up to 27 days. Animals 80 to 150 pounds (and when trying to prevent/treat bone cancer in large breed dogs) - prepare an empty gel cap with 1 dried pea size portion of salve. Size found on page 1 of this informational packet. Administer for 7 days then abstain for 2 days. Repeat this process for an additional 2 weeks. A second course up to 27 days may be administered.

**Horses, cattle & large animals - General illnesses:** prepare 1 or 2 gel caps with a dried pea size portion of salve. Administer for 7 days then abstain for 2 days then repeating this process if needed. For more severe illnesses: prepare up to 3+ gel caps in the morning after the animal has been fed & another 3+ gel caps in the evening after its meal with a dried pea size portion of salve. Administer for 7 days, then abstain for 2 days. Repeat this process for an additional 2 weeks or up to 27 days. A second course up to 27 days may be administered. For ease in treating very large animals, the same stated portions of salve my be blended up with a liquid such as water and squirted down the throat taking care not to let the liquid splash out onto yourself, the animal or surrounding areas.

**Small breed pets & animals (Under 50 lbs.) -** We carry a specially designed powdered, beef flavored gelatin capsule specifically for use on small breed animals under 50 pounds. Separate directions & dosage comes printed on the product bottle. This product may be stirred in the pets food or the capsule may be inserted to the back of the pets throat.

**Ingredients & Formula:**

Blood root, galangal & zinc chloride in a base of blended synergistic herbs (+ calcium in the tablets). Extensive research into herbal and plant life properties has indicated substantial disease prevention and healing qualities in each as well as having a multiplying effect when combined together.

Cleansing Time Pro's products have a natural chemical which enhances an enzyme known to neutralize carcinogens prior to their stimulating tumor growth. This works directly on the immune system and, quite naturally, acts as a preventative in that capacity. Reference: National Academy of Science.

Several case histories have revealed that formulating the proper portions of various herbal, as well as mineral ingredients results in a wide variety of healing abilities. Improper portions of the ingredients will not result in a favorable outcome. Therefore, duplication of 'Original Formula' Cleansing Time Pro Black Salve should not & can not be achieved.
History of Black Salve:

In 1890 Tom McCreary was diagnosed as having incurable, cancerous tumors on his neck, by physicians. They refused to operate, not wanting to risk his jugular vein. Tom said he paid attention to a repeated dream that came to him about how to make a remedy to cure himself. He obtained the elements and herbs for the remedy from some gypsies traveling through Texas at the time. He mixed up a black salve and applied it to his tumors. In less than a month Tom was healed and went on to live another 70 years. Over his lifetime, he was a preacher, rancher, doctor, farmer and sheriff under Judge Parker. He lived with a strength that became legendary. Tom kept the formula for the black salve to himself except for sharing it with an old friend. After Tom’s long life, his son Howard and grandson Mickey, sought out the old friend who taught them how to make the black salve. Howard McCreary, attempting to make the salve available to everyone, started a company in the 60’s. The company had some tests done in the early 70’s at the University of Colorado to discover more about it. The Veterinarian College at Fort Collins tested it on all viruses known at the time. They discovered that it killed those known viruses on contact. They discovered that with one application, sarcoïds on horses (similar to skin cancer) had an 80% cure. With two applications, they achieved 100% cure. For many years it had been used to cure cancer in cows, save herds of calves from early viral diseases and treat abnormal tissue growths in all kinds of pets. By word of mouth, ranchers, homesteaders and folks on the rodeo circuits used it on external cancers, tumors and growths on themselves. Some successfully treated gangrene and even leprosy, in situations far from towns and doctors. Tom’s son, Howard McCreary, was the first to use it internally. He had been diagnosed as having stomach cancer in the 60’s. After he checked himself in the hospital for surgery the night before, as they did in those days, he took the first dose in a capsule without telling his doctors. The next morning they postponed his surgery because he was running a fever which continued for several days. On the 5th day, Howard said he passed a large quantity of black, vile smelling feces - apparently the growth itself. When the doctors took x-rays, they discovered that the cancerous growth was gone. Howard went on to live another 25 years without recurring stomach cancer.

Another piece of history of particular interest dates back to 1825 in America. This is an excerpt from a book authored by John S. Haller published in 1994 by the Southern Illinois University Press called Medical Protestants - the eccentrics in American medicine. With the practice of French physicians using metals (gold, silver & copper to name a few) to treat their patients came many unsuccessful attempts. But with the few people they were able to miraculously heal with the use of metals they received much attention. The news spread to America, the practice continued and they went on to form an association of physicians. Over a period of time, some physicians incorporated the use of plant life to heal people. After many years about 50% of the doctors left the association to form a new association of medical protestants built entirely on the use of remedies made from plant life or herbs. However, since the original association was much older it received more attention from those who would finance their endeavors. So while the metalists struggled with many disappointing setbacks in their treatments the new protestants were slowly healing people in one small town after another. They remained healing people in this fashion ever since while the old association of metalists continued to grow with the new scientific discoveries being made throughout the century and later became known as the American Medical Association. So there you have it folks, the reason why we have a lot of fancy medical machinery to peer deeper into our beings but can’t seem to eradicate deadly diseases.

Please celebrate with us as Cleansing Time Pro salutes 117 years of “Original Formula” Black Salve, the grandfather of cancer and virus treatment and the history of the natural prevention and healing process!